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About This Game

Anime-girl Dokkaebi, as usual, watched the anime after school. But, after she watched the series, Dokkaebi noticed that she was
in a totally different world. At first she thought it was a dream, but immediately, as chicken and head of lolly anime girls

appeared, she realized that it was not a dream, but the world she deserved.
You play for anime-girl with an unusual name Dokkaebi, which hit the strange world after watching the anime-title, and you

need to get out of this world, along the way, collecting lolly faces. Warning, in the world live chickens.
Features:

-You can be anime-girl
-You will be able to collect lolly faces and run away from evil chickens

-You will be able to see an unusual world with anime and chickens
-Game genre: Platformer
-Simple and fun gameplay

-Pixel art graphics
-Good soundtrack

-Steam achievements
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The game is fun but the bug and glitch make this game hard to beat.
If they fix the bug, i would recommend it.. This game is hot\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Avoid. Control
customization is garbage. Menu is bugged and locks up where you can't quit the game.. Really fun quick game that doesn't
require quiiiite as much space as it says it does. I did it with a 3m x 3m space.

If you don't want to be on your hands and knees crawling, there's an option that removes the vents.. A simple and easy to use
program. It is not the best animation software in the universe, it has its flaws, but it's totally worth the price.. Click everything
absently 1.000.000 times to discover the author's curious logic of interconnections between things in our world, sometimes it
can be funny. Thank God it's not set on timer, could be recommended just for that fact as a casual distraction. Still I would not
buy it for a cent.. This is a great addition to the already-great Medieval II.. This was a very cute and interesting game. It appears
to be just a sloppy aracade style 2D shooter with only a few levels but the game extends to the community in a number of ways
with things such as the "Convince the dev" achievement.
With a arcade style score system this game maintains a comfortable play time for the money you put into it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dm6wNd2GTY8. Ping is too high, Sad can't play. First things first: I recommend this game.
Buy it now. It's cheap, it's unique, it's wholeheartedly retro.

But therein may also lay its biggest drawback - the power-up system. While a 1-button control scheme and a Gradius like power-
up system might be retro to the core, that doesn't mean it is nice. It never was, not even back then. So, be prepared to struggle
with the power-up system, to curse it, to cuss at it.

If you manage to overcome this, you will have a lot of fun, with this very unique exploration style little shmup. Wait, did I say
little? This game is HUGE. After 10 hours of playtime I only had 15 % of the map conquered and it really started to get tough.
You definitely get your money's worth with this game. Oh and never mind that it also features gorgeous ZX-Spectrum inspired
graphics, as well as a great soundtrack. Combined with its sense of humor you really have an engaging experience for people
who are really into old games.
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if you are ruski this game is good meme
if you are normie americano gameplay is still addicting and fun. This is an insane amount of content for 8 dollars (currently on
sale). The 4.0 patch also fixes pretty much everything that was ever wrong with X Rebirth. If it was to release today I'd expect it
to get around a 90% positive score.. An impossible game to play and not because of the difficulty. The movement controls were
so bad that it was actually easier to sit still and fire at the enemy while an inch away then to actually move it around. The editor
was extremely simple and felt like it didnt matter what i put on my tank as long as i had the bare minimum. The graphics made
me feel like i wasnt wearing my glasses. I actually regret spending the $0.74 that it took to buy the game. Heck, they'd have to
pay me in order to make me play it more. Not sure what high school freshman made this game, but it doesnt belong on steam..
Don't do it!

-Doesn't support joysticks, only gamepads
-It also doesn't support the Vive controller.
-If you start it with no gamepad connected, it tells you to press the App Menu button on the Vive controller to center the screen,
which doesn't work. It doesn't tell you that you need a gamepad and you aren't allowed to do anything
-The music can only be described as "baby's first techno"
-Gameplay is boring

This game makes the fatal mistake of emulating the look and feel of launching from a space station in Elite Dangerous when
you first start a mission. However, all this does is remind you that you could be playing Elite Dangerous, which is far better in
every measurable way, for a similar price.. I love this freakin game its so realistic sound and even tire smoke w/ spiral vortices
while landing ! More airports in the works as well as challenges Wooop !. It's an excellent game with a fantastic story, but it is
somewhat... difficult. For there is often neither a lead nor a clue indicating what to do, it took me 4 hours to reach just a normal
ending (+1 bad ending). And, the save points are not very obvious, and the conversations cannot be skipped (And the skeleton
chase part nearly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off). Despite all the things I mentioned, it is a
terrific game with a touching plot, various routes, rather creative creatures and system. The game was worth the trouble.. This
DLC has the absolute most value. You get $40 worth of LP in this DLC. Basically you're getting $100 worth of content for half
price and if you get it on sale, it'll be $100 worth of content for only $30. The Alt Art card it comes with is also one of the most
useful cards in the game. It's not broken but it's HIGHLY sought after.. Pretty Cool.. Initially the game was fun, however, it
randomly pauses on me for no reason and it is very annoying. The mouse also moves likes it's inverted if you don't move it fast
enough.
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